Effect of triggering potential on calculations of jitter in single-fiber EMG.
Jitter values are calculated in reference to a triggering potential during single-fiber electromyography (SFEMG) performed during voluntary contraction. When there are more than two single-fiber action potentials (SFAP) and the selected triggering potential is from an abnormal end-plate, all the jitters calculated from the same trace will be affected. In this study, the effect of triggering potential on calculated jitter was investigated in myasthenic and healthy volunteers by switching the triggering potential and recalculating the jitter off-line. Selecting a triggering potential from an abnormal end-plate increased the number of abnormal individual jitters as well as the mean jitter. Therefore, if the equipment software has the capacity to change the trigger potential, the triggering potential should not be from an abnormal end-plate if all possible jitter values are to be calculated for traces having three or more single-fiber potentials. Otherwise, only one jitter value should be included from any one trace to prevent false-positive results.